In vivo mRNA structure was influenced by versatile factors in the translation process resulting in 9 a significant difference of mRNA structure in vitro. In this study, we elaborated a novel deep 10 neural networks (DNN) model for predicting stable or unstable structural states of mRNA in vivo 11 by fitting six quantifiable features of mRNA structure: ribosome density, minimum free energy, 12 GC content, mRNA abundance, ribosomal initial density and structural relative position. By 13 mutations simulation and well-trained, high-precision models prediction, we discovered the 14 unique effects of these six mRNA structural features on the structural stability of mRNA in vivo. 15 It was worthwhile to point out that we have found a double-sided effect of ribosomal density on 16 the structural stability of mRNA, and it may be speculated that, more stable mRNA structure 17 leaded to higher ribosome density in the region of low ribosomal density and higher ribosomal 18 density resulted in more unstable mRNA structure in the region of high ribosome 19 density.Additionally, the trend and extent of these six features affecting mRNA structural stability 20 in vivo could also be accurately predicted by the DNN model.This is the first time to use DNN 21 method to decipher the difference of mRNA structure in vivo and in vitro, and a good prediction 22 results have been acquired, revealing a "personally" impact of different mRNA structural features 23 on its stability quantitatively. Thus, it was speculated that this frontier analysis method, DNN 24 model, will have great potential in solving the problem of complex regularity in the translation 25 process. 26 27
Introduction
mRNA is a key component of the translation system. It is not only carries protein coding 29 information, but also an important vector for translation regulation information by folding into 30 mRNA structures 1 , most notably mRNA structures at 5'UTR and RBS region has a significant 31 effect on translation efficiency 2,3 . In recent years studies, in-cell RNA structures showed quite 32 different characteristics in vivo and in vitro using genome-wide high-throughput sequencing 33 analyses (DMS-probing 4,5 , DMS-MaPseq 6 , icSHAPE 7 and SHAPE-MaP 2 ) , some general 34 conclusions have been drawn: the number of in vivo structures was far less than the number of in 35 vitro structures 4 , mRNA structures in highly expressed genes, especially long-range base pairing 36 structures, were revealed translation destabilizes 2 . However, it challenges to carry out this 37 difference further and accurately to the specific analysis of each mRNA structure, owing to the 38 dynamic and uniqueness of the mRNA structure itself, that is, each mRNA structure has a 39 'personal' distinctive structure. 40 In order for the ribosome to proceed translation smoothly, it is necessary to first unwind the 41 mRNA structure, and thus a complex interaction between the ribosome and the mRNA structures 42 occurs during translation, and translating ribosome is one of the most important factors that cause 43 structural differences in vitro and in vivo. Ribosome profiling is a method for determining the 44 exact position of ribosomes in transcriptome with single-nucleotide resolution during translation 45 by deeply sequencing ribosomal protected mRNA fragments 8, 9 . This approach can more 46 effectively resolve the interaction between ribosomes and mRNA structure during translation, for example, the mRNA structure in CDS region influences protein co-translational folding by 48 affecting the efficiency of ribosome translation or is more extreme, with causing ribosomal 49 pauses 10-12 . In addition, factors that affect the mRNA structural stability in vivo have primarily 50 below several parts: the gene features, for instance, gene expression quantity and translation 51 initiation rate; structure features, including structural strength like MFE and structural sequence 52 characteristics; and other factors such as mRNA structure location in gene. Due to the complex 53 influence of these factors, precise predict mRNA structural stability become a great challenge. 54 Deep learning, or artificial neural networks, is a type of machine learning that solves complex 55 problems by learning "big data". Deep neural network (DNN), a type of deep learning, has 56 multiple hidden layers and units, which can model complex non-linear relationships, was widely 57 used in natural language processing 13 , speech recognition 14 or the sensational alpha Go 15 . At 58 present, deep learning has been applied in biological 'big data', such as detection of breast cancer 59 based on histological images 16 , analysis of ribosomal stalling sites based on ribosome profiling 17 60 and prediction of protein-nucleotide binding 18 . We propose a novel deep learning DNN model to 61 fit in vitro mRNA structure features, subsequently, the structure status in vivo was predicted, 62 revealing the impact range of these features on the in vivo mRNA structural stability. 63 As the simplest eukaryote, S. cerevisiae was first and most commonly applied to the research of 64 mRNA structure in vivo and ribosome occupancy. Therefore, in this study, S. cerevisiae was 65 selected as the a research species to carry out a series of work on the analysis of mRNA structure 66 in vivo. Among in vivo experiments of detecting mRNA structure, DMS-probing determine the 67 mRNA structure in S. cerevisiae by setting a threshold value of Gini coefficient and Pearson 68 correlation was proved to be effective 4 . Thus, we proposed to mark the in vitro and in vivo 69 mRNA structures by this method and divide them into two classes (0 and 1, structures with stable 70 and unstable trend in vivo), then trained deep learning model using these data. After having a 71 precise model that can predict structural state in vivo, we can mutate the different features of 72 these mRNA structures and decipher the particular influence on structures ( Figure 1a ).
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Results
74
Constructing a Deep Learning Model with 6 mRNA Structure Features. 75 We proposed a deep neural network (DNN) model, which fit differences of mRNA structures in 76 vitro and in vivo with the quantifiable features that may influence structures, thereby realizing the 77 ability to predict mRNA structural stability in vivo through the in vitro characteristics (Figure 1a ). 78 Unlike the previous mRNA structure prediction models aiming at constructing RNA structures 19 , 79 this deep learning model was mainly used to predict whether mRNA structures in vivo featured 80 stable or unstable status. DMS profiling 4 is a chemical probing method, methylated adenine and 81 cytosine bases in single-stranded RNA, especially suggested a global feature of vivo, vitro and 82 denatured mRNA structures by measuring Gini index 20 and Pearson correlation coefficient. A 83 high Gini index reveals a high-structured region, and vice versa a low-structured region. 84 Normally, due to a variety of factors such as translation of body ribosomes, the in vitro structure 85 is stronger than in vivo 4 . Therefore, 'disappear trend' (DIS) was designated to measure the 86 differences of mRNA structure in vivo and in vitro, which is equal to Gini index of mRNA 87 structures in vitro minus the Gini index of mRNA structures in vivo. In this study, the whole 88 mRNA structures of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in vitro were classified into two classes by DIS. wild-type yeast [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . It was revealed that mRNA structure DIS value was remarkably positive relevant to RD and RPKM, implying that high ribosomal density and high mRNA abundance 107 were not conducive to the formation of the stable mRNA structure (Figure 1b ), the results were 108 consisted with observations from prior studies 2,27 . Six features showed significant differences (p 109 value<2.2e-16) of two mRNA structure classes, but only the visual difference was revealed on the 110 RD, RPKM, and GC distributions ( Figure 1C ). It could be initially concluded that these six 111 features do not affect the mRNA structural stability alone, and it was tough to resolve their 112 contribution to mRNA structural stability from the correlation and distribution. Therefore, we 113 adopted DNN modeling and deciphering the relationship between these complex regulatory 114 factors. 115 We established the DNN sequential model by Tensorflow deep-learning framework 28 . By 116 adjusting the hyperparameters of the model, the final model has 11 hidden layers (10×64 and 117 1×1), the activation function adopted ReLU 29 and Sigmoid, the optimization function adopted 118 Adam 30 to accelerate the training process, and batch normalization 31 was added in order to 119 prevent overfitting of the model training (Table S1 ). The average accuracy of the trained DNN 120 model of 10-fold cross validation reached 99.92%. The DNN model that can accurately predict in 121 vivo mRNA structure status through in vitro structural features were established.
122
Ribosome density revealed a double-sided effect on mRNA structure. 123 Translating ribosome is a critical factor that affect mRNA structural stability. Previous studies 124 have shown thata negative correlation between ribosomal translation efficiency and in vivo 125 mRNA structure stability, that is, high translation efficiency corresponds to a low structural 126 region 2,5,27,32 . Two main hypotheses of this correlation in previous studies were proposed. One is 127 that the mRNA structure forms an energy barrier that reduces the translation efficiency of 128 ribosomes. The other is that the translation of ribosomes causes the in vivo structure to fail to fold 129 into a structure, especially long-paired structures. In order to solve this causal relationship 130 between ribosome and RNA structures, we performed single factor gradient mutations on the 131 ribosome density (RD) of randomly selected 5000 stable structure regions and 5000 unstable 132 structural regions, based on the assumptions that no significant changes in other parameters after 133 RD mutation (Figure 2d ). After the RD of 64% unstable structures were weakened to the 134 minimum value, they were transformed into a stable structure. It's also revealed that double-side 135 effect of RD impact mRNA structure stability: Low RD was positively correlated with structural 136 stability and this tendency was more obvious in the original stable structure (Figure 2d , red line). 137 Contrarily, RD in a higher range was negative correlated with structural stability. This 138 double-side effect of ribosome density interpreted that stronger structures hindered ribosomes 139 translation especially high translation rate ribosome (equal to low ribosome density), which 140 would slow translation rate and leaded to increased ribosome density. However, it wasarduous to 141 re-increase its density of high ribosome density region by mRNA structure, but instead unwound 142 the structure and leading to in vivo mRNA structural instability. 143 We proposed the concept of "feature based structure transition region" of mRNA structure in vivo, 144 which performed by determining the inflection point of DNN model's prediction of various 145 features' gradient mutation. Two "RD based structure transition regions" were revealed from the 146 single-factor mutation results. It was shown that the positive correlation region was below 147 -2.3656 and the negative correlation region were from -2.36568 to 0.149073 of unstable 148 structures and -2.36568 to 2.26147 of stable structure, representing mRNA structure tended to be 149 stable or unstable as RD increasing (Figure 2d , Table S3 ). Pronounced effect of higher ribosomal 150 density on the stable mRNA structure was showed compared to the unstable structural transform 151 region. It was worthwhile to mention that the boundary values of these transition regionswere the 152 inflection points of structural transformed curve from five studies'ribosome profiling data with 153 data process method (Corresponding raw datawas showed in Table S4 ). 154 Further analysis divided the area into fourgroups (Figure 2d ). For the originally stable structures, 155 G1 and G2 groups were closer to the gene 5' end and preferred to locate in lower expression 156 genes (low RPKM) comparing to G3 and G4 groups (Figure 2e ). Gene upstream preference and 157 low RPKM was also reflected in the group of remain stable structures as same as group G1 and 158 G2, additionally, the lower initial efficiency translation was obviously observed. The original 159 unstable four-group structure has mild difference, but thegroup of remain unstable structures 160 were more focused on highly expressed genes (Figure 2e ). Single-factor gradient mutations were 161 difficult to achieve in "real" experiment, thusthe use of high-precision models to predict the 162 general correlation between in vivo structures and RDs through simulated mutations was exactly 163 the effective way to decipher this rule. profiling [36] [37] [38] .From the ratios of different mRNA abundance genes of two classes (class 0 and 201 class 1)structures, it was presented that high mRNA abundance was more likely to cause 202 structural instability while there was mild difference in low mRNA abundance (Figure 3f ).The 203 mRNA structure served as a barrier for ribosome translation and it is naturally tough to stay 204 stable for maintain the translation efficiency of highly expressed genes. As there was no strong 205 "translation task" for low-expressed genes, structural instability was not strongly needed, hence, 206 the structure tended to be preferably stable. According to single factor mutation, the effect of 207 mRNA abundance on mRNA structural stability can be divided into positive and negative 208 correlation regions (Figure 3e ).The statistical result of fig.3f was probably a good confirmation of 209 the negative correlation region, reflecting that few stable structures appeared on high expression 210 genes of authentic yeast. However, the positive correlation region couldn't be well explained by 211 fig.3f, assumed that low abundance genes might be affected by other features. mRNA structure 212 and translation efficiency were involved by particular translation initial rate 21 . In our previous 213 correlation analysis, we also found a strong correlation between the ribosomal density in the 214 structural region and the ribosomal translation initiation density of the gene (Figure 1b ).mRNA 215 structure was more likely to be stable when the initial ribosome density was either in the lower 216 range (below -3.71493) or in the especially higher extent (from 2.057627 to 3.608730), however, 217 it was apt to be unstable whena subsequent particularly high initial ribosome density reached 218 (beyond 3.608730) (Figure 3g ).The lower initial density represented a higher initial rate and 219 higher density was always accompanied with a lower initial rate. It was assumed that lower initial 220 rate was prone to keep the mRNA structural stability while extremely low initial rate was prone 221 to cause structural instability, which could be interpreted as the mRNA structure on low initial 222 rate gene may effectively highlight the effects of its translational barrier function. In this part, 223 structural instability was caused by extremely low initial rate, which was consistent with the 224 conclusion in ribosome density mentioned above that excessively high ribosome density may also 225 lead to structural instability. We have also tried to mutate two features involving with mRNA 226 abundance and translation initiation rate at the same time, but the structural transformation trend 227 fluctuated greatly and no obvious regularity could be concluded.
228
Effect of the mRNA Structure Subsequence composition on its stability. 229 The minimum free energy (MFE) and GC content was used to evaluate the strength of mRNA 230 structure base on its sequence composition 21,33,39,40 . MFE were significantly negative correlated 231 with GC and the Pearson correlation reached -0.45 (Figure 1b) . Compared with the mutations on 232 other features observed previously, the result of single-factor mutations presented very special 233 both MFE and GC (Figure 4a,4b) . The MFE of unstable structure below -4.14 (corresponding to 234 -47.83 kJ· mol-1) became stable, and the trend of stable structure tendency showed no remarkable 235 change. With mean value 0 (corresponding to -19.18 kJ· mol-1) as the inflection point, the 236 transition of stable and unstable structures had a "V" trend. When the changes of normalized 237 MFE value headed to both sides of the mean 0, the stable and unstable structure would shift 238 toward the opposite state to itself. In general, the reduction of MFE means the enhancement of 239 the mRNA structure in vitro, but it couldn't fully explain the results of this study. When the MFE 240 was less than mean value 0, the originally unstable structure tended to be stable as the MFE 241 decreased, which was in line with conventional wisdom. Unexpectedly, the instability of the 242 original stable structure was uniquely observed in this condition, which was precisely a 243 confirmation of the conclusion that there existed a double-side effect between the mRNA 244 structure and ribosome density referred to above fig. 2d , supposing that when the original stable 245 mRNA structure continuously to be strengthened its stability by reducing MFE, an increasement 246 of the ribosome density was appeared until reaching a threshold and the excessive ribosome 247 occupancy would in turn unwind the mRNA structure causing unstable state. Further, in terms of 248 single factor mutation on GC contents, a novel finding was discovered that unstable structures at 249 low GC content were more likely to become stable in particularly. Unlike other influencing 250 factors mentioned above, changes of mRNA structure sequence itself leading to a direct influence 251 on its stability, while the mean value (0 of MFE corresponding to -19.18 kJ· mol-1 and 40.25% of 252 GC contents) was the optimum condition that endowed mRNA structure of keeping its original 253 state. We proposed that the mRNA structural tolerance could be tested by raising and lowering MFE of 257 the mRNA structural sequence. Randomly selected unstable structures and stable structures were 258 used to carry out gradient-decrease MFE mutations and gradient-rising MFE mutations 259 respectively. As is shown in fig.4c and fig.4d , with the sequential introduction of four gradient 260 mutations, altered status of mRNA structure were divided into four classes of T1-T4, and which 261 were step-up representatives indicating enhancement of the mRNA structure tolerance gradually 262 (Figure 4c and 4d ). In conclusion, high gene expression levels and high ribosome densities could 263 lead to more tolerant unstable structures, maintaining their own state of instability, thus make it 264 more difficult to change unstable structures through mutations; High gene expression levels and 265 high ribosome densities could make the stability of the stable structure less tolerant, weakening 266 the state of its own stability, resulting in a state that was more likely to change the stable structure 267 through mutation; Above all, it was conclusively proved gene expression levels and ribosomal 268 density contributed to structural tolerance. 269 Phylogenetic conserved mRNA structures prone maintained their in vivo state. 270 Phylogenetic conserved mRNA structures were supported by DMS-seq and inspected by 271 phylogenetic conservation analysis 4 . Positive and negative mutations in the three features, RD, 272 RPKM and INI, of mRNA structure revealed that conserved mRNA structure was more able to 273 maintain its own stability state compared to random structures when subjected to the same degree 274 of mutation (Figure 4e ). Consequently, conserved structure was more tolerant to fluctuations in 275 the intracellular environment than the random structure. It was worthwhile mentioning that the 276 conserved structure not only had a stable state in vivo, but also had an unstable structure Considering the invention of large-scale, high-throughput methods for in vivo mRNA structure 282 detection, previous studies have statistically derived the general conclusions of in vivo and in 283 vitro mRNA structural differences, such as, the number of in vitro mRNA structures was more 284 than that in vivo, and the in vivo and in vitro mRNA structural differences were mainly caused by 285 ribosome translation 2,4-7 . Due to multiple factors caused the differences of in vivo and in vitro 286 structures, it was tough to perform a further accurate or "personalized analysis" of mRNA 287 structures in previous studies. 288 In this study, we used a novel deep learning approach to accurately model with labeled mRNA 289 structures in yeast and six quantitative structural features (ribosome density of structure region, 290 minimum free energy and GC content of subsequence, gene mRNA abundance and ribosomal 291 initial density, structural relative position). Laterly, trained deep neural network (DNN) model 292 could accurately predict the stable or unstable status of each mRNA structure in vivo (accuracy 293 reached to 99.92%). Then the rules explaining the effect of these six features on mRNA structural 294 stability were resolved, involving with simulated-mutations of these six features and 295 subsequently predicting by DNN model. We found a double-sided effect between ribosomal 296 density (RD) and mRNA structural stability, i.e., mRNA structural stability was positively 297 correlated with RD in the low ribosome density region and negatively correlated with RD in the 298 high ribosome density region. It might be explained that the mRNA structure was more capable 299 of exerting an energy barrier in the low ribosome density region, consequently, the higher 300 ribosome density was caused by more stable mRNA structure; and the mRNA structure in vivo 301 was arduous to show stability in the high ribosome density region, owing to the high ribosome 302 occupancy on mRNA structure region. In prior studies, the relationship of RD and mRNA 303 structural stability was not uniform 2,4,27 . In this study, the presumed theory"double-sided effect" 304 on RD and mRNA structural stability was emerged and evidenced by ribosomal density analysis, 305 which was origin from a sparkling thought inspired by the inflection point of RD value at the 'V' 306 shape ( Figure 2d ). Meanwhile, we found that the mRNA structure at the front of the gene 307 presented more stable status, which was consisted with observations from prior studies 33, 35 . 308 What's more, mRNA abundance and initial ribosome density, as members of genetic 309 characteristics, accounted for its various effects on the stability of the mRNA structures to 310 varying degrees. In addition, mutation of mRNA structural subsequence itself could also directly 311 cause changes in the structural state, showing that the mean values of MFE and GC were the 312 optimum condition allowing mRNA structure of keeping its original state. Also, mRNA structural 313 tolerance of MFE adjustment depended more on other factors such as RD or mRNA abundance. 314 Eventually, phylogenetic conserved mRNA structures were prone to be more tolerant in the 315 structural features fluctuations and more capable of keeping their own state when compared with 316 the random mRNA structures. It was worth mentioning that the effect range of these features on 317 the mRNA structural stability could have been provided through the DNN model prediction. 318 This is the first study to use deep learning approach in deciphering the rules of the in vitro and in 319 vivo differences of mRNA structures. It had been proven that deep neural networks could be used 320 to solve complex regulatory issues in the translation process in this study. The DNN model 321 accurately predicted the relationship between these six mRNA structural features and its 322 structural states, meanwhile, it also resolved the influence range of these features on structural Classified RNA Structures from DMS-Probing Data. We defined RNA structure by two 354 metrics: Pearson's correlation coefficient (r<0.55) and the Gini coefficient (Gini<0.14) as 355 described method 4 . After removing the G/T sites in the sequence, the 50 nt sliding window was 356 used to divide the CDS region of all genes. Firstly, we determined the structure in vitro by the 357 threshold of r and Gini. In order to more reasonably analyzed the disappearance trend of RNA 358 structure, we proposed a novel measure for structure region, DIS, which was equivalent to 359 subtracting the in vitro and in vivo Gini coefficients of structure region (G). For structure region 360 of length n, the DMS signal per sites is , and its DIS and Gini coefficient is: Established Deep Neural Networks Model. We established a deep neural networks model to 376 predict whether RNA structures in vitro would have stable or unstable tendency in vivo. By 377 labeling known-status structures and predicting a sequence using these six features, a prediction 378 model can be obtained. DIS was used to evaluate the degree of RNA structure destabilization in 379 vivo and its distribution was similar to a normal distribution. To ensure a sufficient number of 380 training set and development set (Train/Dev set), we decided to use (μ ± σ) as the threshold value. 381 Class 1 was defined as DIS greater than μ+σ, meaning that such structures had an unstable 382 tendency in vivo; class 0 was tagged as DIS greater than μ-σ, representing that such structures 383 had a stable tendency in vivo. Therefore, it became a binary classification problem. In this project, 384 we used the Tensorflow 28 , a deep learning framework created by Google Brain team, and Keras 
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Single factor mutation and prediction. We performed single-factor mutation experiments on 529
